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Abstract
System developers and testers have recognized that automated test
generation methods offer benefits over manual methods, such as better test
coverage. Yet, areas such as network protocol testing have not utilized these
automated methods. In this paper, I discuss the process of generating test
suites for a network protocol, Point to Point Protocol, with software tools.
The results support the claim that automated methods provide better test
coverage than hand-written methods. However, they also indicate that the
TestMaster-generated tests intensify the difficulties related to network
protocol testing, such as event timing. For this reason, the goals of using
automated test generation methods must be better defined and the issues
that arise from using these methods must be better resolved.
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1 Introductio n
1.1 Plain Text Specifications
Plain text specifications of network protocols are often under-specified
and unclear, and may contain errors. A protocol designer may under-specify
a protocol to let different implementations compete to be the standard. At
the same time, though, this leaves room for incorrect interpretations of the
protocol. By formalizing network protocols into finite state machine models,
one could distinguish the intentional under-specifications from the
inadvertent ones. Assumptions about the protocol would also be easier to
point out and to understand. This would ease the implementing, testing, and
debugging of protocols since their behavior would be characterized in a
concise model [1].
A plain text specification has clear disadvantages when compared to a
finite state machine (FSM) model. Plain text specifications can be verbose
and can make it difficult to see the overall structure and complexity of a
network protocol. FSMs, on the other hand, are concise and can capture the
essence of a protocol. The impact that a behavior will have on the system
should be clearer in the model rather than in the narrative form. When given
plain text specifications, protocol implementors must first interpret the
specification into a form that will be useful to them. This adds a level of
indirection that can increase the chances that a feature is misunderstood or
13
implemented incorrectly. An FSM, however, would provide a standard
description of the system that would not have to be interpreted and
translated into another form before being implemented.
1.2 Test Generation
Currently, network protocol tests are written by hand from plain text
specifications. An advantage of this method is that network protocol experts
can design a relatively minimal set of tests. A disadvantage of manual test
generation is the time that is spent in interpreting plain text specifications
and in coding and in debugging individual tests. This method also
complicates the maintenance of test suites. The introduction of an updated
network protocol specification requires significant time and effort to analyze
it, to update the test suites, and to create new tests if applicable. In the case
of a finite state machine model, the majority of the work would consist of
developing the model, and then analyzing and improving generated tests.
Updates to a network protocol would require revising the model instead of
individual tests. This would reduce the amount of time and effort needed to
update a test suite. Furthermore, a tool that could generate tests
automatically from an FSM model could find testing scenarios not apparent
from a manual analysis of the specification.
14
1.3 Goal of Research
The goal of this thesis was to evaluate the integration of two tools,
Automated Network Validation Library (AN VLTM) and TestMaster TM to
automate test generation for network protocols. I accomplished this by
creating an extended finite state machine (EFSM) model of the Point to Point
Protocol (PPP), by generating tests from this model using TestMaster, by
compiling the tests with ANVL libraries, and by comparing these tests to
prewritten ANVL tests.
15
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2 Background Knowledge
2.1 The Point to Point Protocol (PPP)
The Point to Point Protocol (PPP) is a network protocol that is defined
in RFC 1661 [2]. It is used to establish, to configure, and to terminate point
to point connections, such as those between home computers and Internet
Service Provider dialup servers. PPP consists of three major parts. The first
component is a method of encapsulating multi-protocol datagrams. The
datagram is the unit of data at the network layer-for example, an Internet
Protocol datagram. Data is sent over a connection as PPP frames (the unit of
data at the link layer). PPP frames are like Ethernet frames since they
contain datagrams, but are more efficient because fewer bytes surround the
datagrams. The second component of PPP is the Link Control Protocol
(LCP). It is used to open, to configure, to maintain, and to terminate a PPP
connection. Once the PPP connection has been opened and configured, the
third component of PPP, the Network Control Protocols (NCPs) can operate.
The NCPs are used to negotiate options for their associated network-layer
protocols before datagrams can be sent and received. For example, the
Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP) configures a link before it can carry
Internet Protocol (IP) packets.
Whether negotiating Link Control Protocol or one of the Network
Control Protocols, a device must follow the finite state machine defined in the
17
PPP specification. This FSM specifies when an implementation should
perform actions and what to do when it receives events. Actions include
setting and starting the Reset timer and sending network packets. Events
consist of the reception of network packets, the expiration of Restart timers,
external commands, and signals. Depending on which type of connection two
devices are negotiating, the devices will receive either LCP or NCP packets.
A device will retransmit a packet when the Restart timer expires. PPP also
keeps track of a related counter, which counts down each time the timer has
expired. When this counter reaches zero, the FSM will stop retransmitting
packets, enter a new state, and wait for an event. A user issues external
commands to help force a connection to Open or Close. Signals indicate
whether the lower layer is coming Up or going Down. During NCP
negotiation, Up and Down will be signals from the link layer. In the case of
LCP, the lower layer is the physical medium between the client and the
server. The Up and Down events will be hardware signals to indicate
whether the devices physically can send or receive data. A major feature of
the PPP FSM is its handling of hardware signals. Typically, devices will try
to establish PPP over phone lines. Although this transmission medium is
relatively noisy and unstable (prone to go up and down unexpectedly), PPP
makes this physical link more reliable. The research here focuses on LCP.
18
2.2 The Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM)
The power of an extended finite state machine (EFSM) is its ability to
model shared behavior in a system once and to distinguish differences
through context. Just like a finite state machine, an EFSM is a directed
graph in which the nodes are states and the edges are transitions. If directed
edge a connects node S1 to node S2, then event a will move the extended
finite state machine from state S1 to state S2. Figure 2-1 shows a finite state
machine with states S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, and S11, and
transitions a, b, c, d, e, and f. Figure 2-2 shows an EFSM with states S1, S8,
S9, S10, and S11, and transitions a, b, c, d, e, and f. The condition "if aa then
c" means that the transition from S1 to S2 will accept the input c if the input
sequence aa precedes the next input symbol c. Both of these state machines
are equivalent, but the extended finite state machine has fewer states
because it recognizes context. If one were to consider all possible
permutations of m events taken n at a time, there would be m" sequences,
O(n) states needed to recognize each sequence, and consequently, a total of
0(nm") states in the FSM to accept these sequences. The EFSM, on the other
hand, would only need O(m") states. While this is a relatively simple
example, it shows that extended finite state machines are useful for
controlling the state explosion problem.
19
Figure 2-1: Finite State Machine
Figure 2-2: Extended Finite State Machine
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3 Tools
3.1 ANVL
Automated Network Validation Library (ANVL) is a commercially
available tool developed by Teradyne Midnight Networks, Inc. [3] It is used
to test implementations of network protocols. ANVL is a library of source
code that consists of prewritten suites of network protocol tests and libraries
of functions and data structures that can be used to create new tests.
3.1.1 Running Prewritten Tests
Most users just run the prewritten test suites against devices, such as
routers, to measure compliance to network protocol specifications. The
simplest test setup consists of ANVL, which runs on a workstation, the device
under test (DUT), and one or more cables and networks connecting ANVL
and the DUT (see Figure 3-1). Usually, one interface will carry the traffic for
the tests. The other will be used to issue commands to the DUT and to make
sure that it has not crashed.
21
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Figure 3-1: Simple ANVL Testing Configuration
Note that the machine on the left is the workstation running ANVL and the
device on the right is the device under test (DUT).
3.1.2 Writing Custom Tests
Other users obtain the ANVL source code to develop their own tests.
Although some knowledge of C is required, the ANVL libraries abstract away
many details such as operating system calls and the creation of network
packets and frames [4]. Usually, the complexity of writing new tests is
reduced to calling and using the provided functions and data structures.
Once the new tests have been compiled with the libraries to create a new
binary, they can be run just like the prewritten tests.
3.1.3 Structure of ANVL Tests
The prewritten ANVL tests follow the basic format of exchanging
packets and monitoring hardware signals. The code initializes the hardware
for ANVL and the device under test (DUT). It creates structures that store
information that is needed and configuration options during the negotiation
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process. It installs functions called packet handlers that process and print
packets that ANVL receives from the DUT. Then ANVL sends packets to the
DUT or causes the DUT to send packets. The test runs the handlers for a
specified time, and waits until it receives the packets it is expecting or until
the specified time has passed. Either the handlers or the function that
invokes the handlers can then check the DUT's behavior. If the DUT behaves
correctly throughout the test, then it passes; otherwise it fails. The key to
the tests, though, is not whether they failed or passed, but why they did so.
Consequently, the test results should be interpreted to understand the DUT's
behavior.
23
3.2 TestMaster
TestMaster is a commercially available tool developed by Teradyne
Software and Systems Test. It "generates system tests from a graphical
based machine-readable description called a Model." [5] The model is
specified in the GUI as an extended finite state machine (EFSM). However,
TestMaster's EFSM has more than just states. It also has objects such as
model calls and table models. A state object corresponds to a state in an
EFSM. The entry and exit state objects are the initial and final states of an
EFSM, respectively (see Figure 3-2 for examples of state objects). A model
call object abstracts away an EFSM into a single object. It can be used just
like a state object. A table model object allows variables to be assigned in a
tabular format. The columns represent variables. Each row consists of
assignments of values to each of those variables.
3.2.1 TestMaster Objects
Each TestMaster object has fields associated with it. Each state, entry
state, and exit state has the fields name, constraint, and comments (see
Figure 3-3 for an example of an edit state dialog box and for illustrations of
TestMaster states). Model calls and table models have only name fields.
Each transition has the fields event, likelihood, predicate, constraint,
action, arguments, comments, and test info associated with it (see Figure 3-4
for an example of an edit transition dialog box). The name and event fields
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are labels used to identify states and model calls, and transitions,
respectively. The constraint field limits when a transition can appear in a
path during test generation. The comments field holds the descriptions for
states and transitions. Likelihood specifies the probability that a transition
is taken in the model. It is also used during test generation to aid in
searching for paths. The predicate field helps to characterize a system's
behavior. It identifies the conditions that must be satisfied for a transition to
be taken in the model. Both predicate and constraint fields can contain event
sequences and variables. Variable assignments and calculations are
performed in the action field. The arguments field is used when a transition
leads to a model call. Parameter variables from the called model are
assigned references or values. The test info field holds code fragments that
are supposed to trigger the event on the corresponding transition and to test
that the system behaves correctly.
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YC'
Figure 3-2: TestMaster Objects
The diagram is a portion of the TestMaster PPP model. The rectangles
represent states while the arrows represent transitions. A circle with a T
inside means that the transition it is next to has information in its fields, but
is not displayed.
EdIt State:tnitilL
KAmt initialC
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Figure 3-3: Edit State Dialog Box
The name of the state is Initial_0. The constraint field's value, Initial _0 <= 4,
indicates that TestMaster should prune paths in which the state Initial_0
appears more than five times; the first time that TestMaster enters Initial_0,
it tests the constraint field and finds that the state has appeared zero times
before in the current path.
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EVENT Open
LIXELIHODD
PREDICATE restartCmter > 0
CONSTRAINT ITERATE { 1 )
ACTION restartCmter restartCounter - 1
AROUMENTS
TEST INFO
DUTEventLCP0pen(coufig);<cr>
L CPPktsXum1ncrnmt(state->exptectedPkts. (cr>
LCPPKT_ TYPETEHNINATEREQUEST);<cr>
LCPSuudAndExpect(pppCnn, 0, state);<cr>
status = status MSu state->status;<cr>
L OPSendAndExpectStateRellrit (state);<cr>
if (!status) (<cr>
!reak;<cr>
}<cr>
<Cr>
select m~ath V:string9  built- ins test Iharness3
Figure 3-4: Edit Transition Dialog Box
The name of the event that causes the transition is Open. The predicate
field's value is restartCounter > 0. This means that the transition can only be
taken if the variable restartCounter has a value greater than zero. The
constraint ITERATE {1} limits this transition to appear at most once in a
path. The action restartCounter = restartCounter -1 decrements the variable
restartCounter if the transition is included in the current path. The test info
field contains ANVL C code (function calls). DUTEventLCPOpen will initiate
the Open event at the DUT. To increment the number of expected LCP
Terminate-Request packets, the test will call LCPPktsNumIncrement with
state->expectedPkts and LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST. The
call to LCPSendAndExpect does not send a packet, but waits for a response.
If it does not receive one in 3.1 seconds, it stops running and returns.
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit resets some of the information stored in the
context block state. If the DUT behaves correctly, then the testing continues.
Otherwise, the test terminates. As a side note, <cr> indicates a carriage
return and <eob> indicates the end of the buffer for the test info field.
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3.2.2 Test Generation and Options
TestMaster generates tests by collecting paths through the model that
satisfy user-specified constraints [6]. A path is a sequence of transitions,
starting from the entry state and ending at the exit state. The different test
coverage schemes give the user control over how much of the model's
behavior should be exercised with the generated tests. Initially, schemes
such as Transition Cover and Quick Cover would be desirable to generate
relatively few tests for the model. Later, Full Cover might be used to
generate a more complete set of tests. Full Cover performs a depth-first
search on the model graph. This results in an exhaustive set of tests because
all possible contexts are searched during test generation. Transition Cover
also performs a depth-first search, but prunes paths in which all transitions
have been visited in previous paths. In addition, once a loop is detected in a
path, Transition Cover automatically disables a transition in the loop to
prevent future paths from containing this loop (any paths that contain this
transition are pruned). N-Switch Cover performs a depth-first search (the
user specifies a value for N), but will only keep paths containing at least one
transition sequence of length N+1 that has not appeared in previous paths.
Quick Cover performs a breadth-first search, but prunes paths with the same
heuristic as Transition Cover. The search terminates after a TestMaster-
specified number of paths has been pruned.
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TestMaster aids test generation with various options. To determine
when TestMaster should end a path by transitioning to the exit state, the
user chooses either deep paths or shallow paths. If the shallow paths option
has been selected, TestMaster will try to terminate a path as soon as possible
by transitioning to the exit state. TestMaster will favor extending the path
with a transition to a non-exit state when the deep paths option has been
selected. With the first option, test generation should yield more tests that
have shorter event sequences. The second option should generate fewer tests
with longer event sequences. Regardless of the type of coverage used during
test generation, the deep paths and shallow paths options will indicate to
TestMaster how to limit the depth of the search trees. The parameter path
limit specifies the maximum number of paths that TestMaster will search for
before halting test generation. The parameter transitions /path specifies the
maximum depth of the search tree.
3.2.3 Example TestMaster Models
3.2.3.1 Double-Transitions Model
Figure 3-5 represents an extended finite state machine with an entry
state, an exit state, an intermediate state M, two transitions a and c from the
entry state to state M, and two transitions b and d from state M to the exit
state. In this model, only names and events are entered for states and
transitions, respectively. Table 3-1 summarizes the paths generated by
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different types of test coverage. Full Cover generates all four possible paths
in this model: ab, ad, cb, and cd. Transition Cover only produces three paths;
the path cb doesn't appear because the transitions b and c are already
covered in paths ab and cd, respectively. Quick Cover generates only two
paths because ab and cd cover all the transitions in the model. N-Switch
Cover yields tests ad, cb, and cd with N=O and yields ab, ad, cb, and cd with
N=1. When N=O, ab is not a path because transition b already appears in
path cb. All four possible paths appear in the tests for N=1 because each
path is a unique sequence of transitions from the entry to exit states.
EExid
Eii ME:od
Figure 3-5: Double Transitions Model
Test Coverage Paths Generated
Full ab, ad, cb, cd
Transition ab, ad, cd
Quick ab, cd
N-Switch, N=O ad, cb, cd
N-Switch, N=1 ab, ad, cb, cd
Table 3-1: Double Transitions Model Paths
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3.2.3.2 Soda Machine Example
The soda machine model illustrates some issues associated with
modeling more complex systems (see Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, and Appendix A
). The following events are allowed:
" inserting pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
" pushing the coin return button
" pushing the Pepsi, 7 UP, and Guava Juice soda buttons
The soda machine holds a fixed number of sodas and coins, so it can enter an
out of order state if all of the soda has been purchased or if there is no more
room to store the coins. For test generation purposes, the transition that
handles the situation where there is no more room to store coins has been
disabled. In addition, restrictions on the events allowed at the soda machine
have been expressed as transition constraints. This eliminates infinite loops
and reduces the depth of the search tree during test generation. These are
the constraints:
" the number of times the soda buttons can be pressed
" the number of times the coin return button can be pushed
" the number of times that an inserted coin can be returned
The most difficult part of the modeling process was finding constraints
so that the model would reflect realistic behavior and so that TestMaster
would generate tests quickly. The graphical user interface facilitated the
creation, deletion, and modification of transitions, states, and other
TestMaster objects. It also made it clear which transitions were being visited
during test generation. The fact that the model was specified as an extended
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finite state machine simplified the model itself. (I was able to use fewer
states by relying on context.) The constraints mentioned in the previous
paragraph took some time to develop. Without them, a test might consist of
only inserting an endless number of coins into the soda machine. (Normally,
TestMaster detects infinite loops and indicates which transitions and
TestMaster objects are causing it. However, in this case, there is an infinite
number of permutations of coins that could be inserted without any
restrictions.) Some constraints (such as the number of coins that could be
inserted in a single test) aided TestMaster in generating tests quickly.
Earlier versions of the model would cause TestMaster to search for hours
without finding paths. Later versions resulted in tests being generated in a
manner of minutes.
Of the different types of test coverage, only Transition Cover, Quick
Cover, and N-Switch Cover with N=O produced a small number of tests-5,
12, and 7 paths, respectively (see Appendix B for tests generated by
Transition Cover and Quick Cover). Full Cover would have easily produced
thousands of tests because of all the different contexts in which events could
take place.
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Figure 3-6: Soda Machine Model
/- 5 1a ] 0]]e e
Entry nmr numDmesCal n is Exit 
Figure 3-7: Change Calculator Sub-Model (changeCalculator in Main
Model)
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4 PPP Model and Test Design
4.1 Model Simplifications and Assumptions
I only modeled part of the PPP specification in the TestMaster model
(see Figure 4-1 and Appendix C ). I did not include the sending and
receiving of Configure-Nak, Configure-Reject, Code-Reject, Protocol-Reject,
Echo-Request, Echo-Reply, and Discard-Request packets as part of the
behavior that I wanted to test. However, some tests specifically send Echo-
Request packets and wait for Echo-Reply packets to test that a DUT has
reached state Opened. I also assumed that LCP connections would be opened
with default configuration options. This simplified model is still valid and
realistic despite these restrictions. This is true because the most common
LCP interactions involve establishing and terminating connections with
default configuration options.
I also limited the behavior of the PPP model by disabling parts of it. I
disabled the Closed state to aid test generation. In addition, I disabled all of
the transitions corresponding to Open events, except for the transition from
the Initial state to the Starting state; I assumed that a DUT would
automatically take this transition. I also disabled the Close event for
transitions that did not cause the DUT to send Terminate-Request packets.
In the Stopping state, I had to disable the self-looping transitions because the
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predicates on them could not be satisfied since the Open and Close events
between the Stopping and Closing states were disabled.
I placed global path constraints on the model to generate more realistic
tests. Every path began with the Open event, which transitioned from the
Initial state to the Starting state. This was a result of my assumption that a
DUT would automatically issue itself an Open event from the Initial state.
The other two constraints on all paths were that they entered states
ReqSent and Opened. I decided that a test would only be interesting if a
DUT could send at least one network packet. A Configure-Request is the first
type of packet that a DUT will send while trying to establish a PPP
connection. After sending this packet, a DUT will enter the ReqSent state.
Since the goal of PPP is to establish a connection between a client and server,
one would be interested in testing if a connection could be established, torn
down, and re-established under various conditions. The constraint that a
path must contain state Opened captured this idea.
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Note: See Appendix C for a detailed listing of the transitions and
states in the PPP model.
4.2 Modeling Issues
The PPP model was difficult to debug in TestMaster because of
unobservable states and indistinguishable behaviors. The PPP specification's
state machine is a detailed model of how an implementation should behave.
With access to an implementation's internal workings, whether hardware or
software, one can verify that the device is in the correct state (glass box
testing). Without debugging tools and the ability to look inside a device, the
states are unobservable, and one can only confirm that the device is behaving
correctly (black box testing) [7]. A PPP implementation is likely to behave
the same in at least a couple of states. For example, in the ReqSent,
Ack_Rcod, and AckSent states, the expiration of a timer will cause an
implementation to send Configure-Request packets. If the device providing
the stimulus processes and sends Configure-Request and Configure-Ack
packets in the wrong order during a test, then the device under test may end
up in an unexpected state, but it may still behave as if it were in the correct
state. If tests contain long sequences of events, then this makes debugging
even more difficult.
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4.3 Test Structure
Each TestMaster-generated test consists of calls to ANVL library
functions that initiate PPP events from a device providing the stimulus (DPS)
to a device under test (DUT), and then waits for the correct response from the
DUT. As mentioned earlier, these events consist of hardware signals,
external commands, network packets, and the expiration of the Restart
timer. (The Restart timer is internal to the DUT, but the DPS can cause the
timer to expire by waiting long enough.) The DPS will either instigate
another event at the DUT or wait for an action from the DUT. (In this case,
the DPS can only wait to see if the DUT has sent network packets or if it has
dropped the physical line connecting the two devices.) A test will fail if the
DPS is expecting packets from the DUT and does not receive any, or if the
DUT sends packets to the DPS when it should not. As a consequence of the
test format, the DPS follows a script that has been fixed during test
generation.
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4.4 Test and Code Design
To generate test code that would follow this stimulus-response
paradigm, I created new functions and data types, and inserted code
fragments in the test info fields of the transitions in the TestMaster model.
These functions and code fragments corresponded to initializing the
hardware of both the DPS and the DUT, creating and initializing data
structures to store information, initiating events at the DUT, and waiting for
actions from the DUT. (See Tables Table 4-2 and Table 4-1 for summaries of
functions and data types.) I wrote functions that corresponded to hardware
events, external commands, and network packet reception events at the DUT.
The functions DUTEventLCPUp and DUTEventLCPDown correspond to
raising and lowering the hardware signal Data Terminal Ready (DTR) [8].
When DTR is raised, the transmission medium is up and line is ready to
carry data. When DTR is dropped, the transmission medium is down and the
line is no longer capable of carrying data. The functions DUTEventLCPOpen
and DUTEventLCPClose correspond to issuing the Open and Close
commands. (Commands are typically issued by telnetting to the DUT and
then executing the appropriate command.) I also wrote functions to verify
that ANVL received the correct responses from the DUT. The function
LCPSendAndExpect can perform two different tasks. It can send out a
packet and ensure that either ANVL received a response or did not receive a
response. It can also wait for a response from the DUT without sending a
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packet first. LCPSendEchoAndExpect performs a similar task, except that it
specifically deals with sending and receiving Echo-Request and Echo-Reply
packets. LCPSendAndExpectHandler processes packets received from the
DUT and verifies that the DUT exhibits the correct behavior, based on values
of fields in the data structure passed into the function. This data type is a
structure called LCPSendAndExpectStatet. It contains variables to store
information such as the number of expected packets and the number of
packets received. LCPTimingHandler is another packet handler that
specifically deals with recording timing statistics related to the DUT's
retransmission of Configure-Request and Terminate-Request packets. These
new functions implemented the behavior needed to test a DUT with the
TestMaster-generated tests and simplified interfacing ANVL code with the
TestMaster PPP model (see Appendix D for an example of how the code
interfaces into a test).
Data Type Purpose
LCPSendAndExpectStatet context block that stores information that needs to
be accessed by several functions, including
network packet counts
LCPTimingStats-t context block that stores statistical information
about when packets were received from the DUT
LCPPktType-t used to identify LCP packet types
Table 4-1: New ANVL PPP Data Types
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Function Name Purpose
DUTEventLCPUp initiates LCP Up event at DUT
DUTEventLCPDown initiates LCP Down event at DUT
DUTEventLCPOpen initiates LCP Open event at DUT
DUTEventLCPClose initiates LCP Close event at DUT
LCPSendAndExpect sends and waits for network packets
LCPSendEchoAndExpect sends an Echo-Request packet and waits for
an Echo-Reply packet
LCPSendAndExpectHandler processes and prints incoming network
packets
LCPTimingHandler stores statistical information for network
packets
LCPTimingStatsValidate validates that the DUT transmitted packets
at the correct frequency
LCPSendAndExpectStateCreate creates LCPSendAndExpectStatet context
block
LCPSendAndExpectStateDestroy destroys LCPSendAndExpectStatet context
block
LCPSendAndExpectStateRelnit reinitiates some of the fields in the
LCPSendAndExpectState t context block
LCPTimingStatsCreate creates LCPTimingStats t context block
LCPPktsNumGet retrieves the count for a specified packet
type from a specified array
LCPPktsNumSet sets the count for a specified packet type in
a specified array
LCPPktsNumIncrement increments the count for a specified packet
type in a specified array
LCPPktsNumClear clears the count for a specified packet type
in a specified array
LCPPktsNumCalculateTotal calculates the total number of packets from
a specified array
Table 4-2: New ANVL PPP Functions
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5 Analysis of Generated Tests
5.1 Event Timing Sensitivity
During the course of running, debugging, and comparing the
TestMaster-generated PPP tests to the ANVL PPP tests, I noted important
similarities and differences. Network protocol behavior testing is
intrinsically time-sensitive. Events must be processed at the right time
because they have a limited lifetime and have different meanings, depending
on when a device receives and processes them. Although both the ANVL and
TestMaster PPP tests inherited these timing issues, the design of the
TestMaster-generated tests made them especially prone to these problems.
Before checking a statement in the PPP specification, both ANVL and
TestMaster-generated tests first setup the DUT for the test by putting it into
an appropriate state for the test. Then they can verify its behavior.
Likewise, after the behavior of the DUT has been verified, they put the DUT
back into an initial state. (One can only infer that the DUT is in a particular
state by its behavior. For instance, if the DPS has received a Configure-Ack,
and has sent a Configure-Ack, then it can infer that the DUT is in state
Opened.) In ANVL tests, the exact order of events that setup the DUT and
clean up after the tests does not matter. Only the events that are pertinent
to testing the behavior are important. For example, some tests check that a
DUT has entered state Opened, but do not verify that the packets were
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received and sent in any particular order. With the TestMaster tests, the
exact sequence of events is crucial. The whole test checks the behavior of the
state machine. If the timing of the tests is off at any point during a test run,
such that the DUT is not in a state that it is supposed to be in, then the rest
of the test is invalid. Although event timing was a problem, the TestMaster's
ability to generate tests that exercise specific event sequences was still
desirable.
A comparison of ANVL PPP test 1.1 (see Figure 5-1) and TestMaster-
generated test 1.1 (see Figure 5-2) will illustrate their differences. The
figures show the sequences of events that matter in the tests. For ANVL PPP
test 1.1, the DUT must reach state Req-Sent. The dashed lines in Figure 5-1
show that the exact sequence of events that the DUT processes does not
matter, as long as it arrives in Req-Sent. The event Ti + is the timeout of a
restart timer that triggers the transmission of a Configure-Request packet.
Since ANVL must receive at least two Configure-Request packets to calculate
retransmission statistics, Ti + must occur at least once. (One Configure-
Request packet is transmitted before the DUT enters state Req-Sent.) The
test will only fail if the DUT does not transmit Configure-Request packets
every 3 seconds while it is in state Req-Sent or if there are not enough
packets to calculate statistics such as average retransmission rate. ANVL
ends the tests by putting the DUT back into a known state, Initial. In
contrast to ANVL PPP test 1.1, the TestMaster-generated PPP test 1.1
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attempts to check the behavior of the DUT for a specific sequence of 23
events. The test could fail at any point if the DUT behaves unexpectedly.
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[2...91 TO+
Initial ,,,, Req-
State 0 Sent
......... * State 6[10]
Figure 5-1: ANVL PPP Test 1.1
The circles represent states and the arrows represent transitions. The
numbered text next to an arrow indicates the event and the order in which it
appears in the test. A dashed arrow represents a sequence of transitions, of
which the order does not matter. Although it is not shown on the diagram,
this test checks that the DUT sends out Configure-Request packets every 3
seconds.
[20] RCA
[211 RTA
[22] RTR
[91 RCR+
[1] Open
[11] Opei
[12]
[131 RTR
[171 RTR
[18] TO+
[161 RTA
Figure 5-2: TestMaster-Generated PPP Test 1.1
The symbols for Figure 5-2 are the same as in Figure 5-1. The notable
difference is that this test consists of a precise sequence of 23 events.
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5.2 Simplified PPP Model Coverage in ANVL Tests
Since the ANVL PPP tests check the behavior of the full state machine
in the PPP specification, I had to determine which ones would only check the
behavior of the partial state machine I created in TestMaster. I found 17 of
the 110 ANVL tests to be relevant; Table 5-1 contains a summary of the tests.
However, only 14 of these 17 tests could be compared with the TestMaster-
generated tests due to model constraints.
I investigated how much of the simplified PPP model the relevant
ANVL tests explicitly covered and verified (see Table 5-1 for a listing of the
tests I used). As discussed earlier, the ANVL tests often establish an LCP
connection before proceeding to verify PPP behavior. Since these cases do not
test specific sequences of packet exchanges, they miss testing some
transitions in the model. The majority of the transitions not tested were
those which would not cause a DUT to transition into a new state. Thus, the
ANVL tests only explicitly exercised a fraction of the transitions in the
simplified state machine. While this does not imply that the ANVL tests are
bad, this does show that some behaviors could be tested better.
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5.3 Comparison of Tested Behaviors
I also performed an analysis of how TestMaster-generated tests relate
to ANVL tests. Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 summarize the results of analyzing
which ANVL tests were applicable to each TestMaster-generated test (see
Appendix E for an abbreviated listing of event sequences in the generated
tests). Table 5-2 contains an analysis of tests generated with Quick Cover.
Table 5-3 contains an analysis of tests generated with N-Switch Cover, with
N=O. As both tables indicate, many of the tests check the same behavior.
The tests generated with Quick Cover contain a lot of duplicate sequences.
For example, all of the tests except 1.1 begin with the same eight sequences
of PPP events. The tests generated with N-Switch Cover are less redundant
with respect to identical event sequences; only the first six tests contain the
same sequence of sixteen events at the beginning of the tests. Although
Table 5-3 indicates that almost all the tests verify the same behaviors, the
closer analysis indicates that these behaviors are checked in different
contexts. Consequently, the tests generated with N-Switch Cover exhibit
more desirable properties than those generated with Quick Cover.
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Test
Number
Test Summary
1.1 Restart Timer default is 3 seconds (with Configure-Requests)
1.2 Restart Timer default is 3 seconds (with Terminate-Requests
1.4 Max Terminate default is 2
1.6 Max Configure default is 10
3.1 An implementation wishing to open connection MUST transmit a
Configure-Request
3.4 Upon reception of Configure-Request, an appropriate reply MUST be
transmitted.
4.1 If every Option and value received in Configure-Request is recognizable
then the implementation MUST transmit Configure-Ack
4.6 Unsolicited Configure-Acks are discarded
7.1 A LCP implementation wishing to close connection SHOULD transmit
a LCP packet with the Code field set to 5 (Terminate-Request)
7.2 Terminate-Request packets SHOULD continue to be sent until
Terminate-Ack is received.
7.3 Terminate-Request packets SHOULD continue to be sent until the
lower layer indicates that it has gone down.
7.4 Terminate-Request packets SHOULD continue to be sent until a
sufficiently large number have been transmitted.
7.5 Upon reception of Terminate-Request, a Terminate-Ack MUST be
Transmitted.
7.7 An unelicited Terminate-Ack means peer is in need of renegotiation
10.2 Upon reception of an Echo-Request, a correctly formatted Echo-Reply is
sent
20.4 Ensure that when a Config-Ack is sent before Max Configure is
reached, a Connection can be properly established
20.5 Ensure that when a Config-Ack is sent after the Restart Timer that a
Config-Req is retransmitted
Table 5-1: ANVL PPP Tests Relevant to TestMaster Model
A shaded row indicates that constraints in the TestMaster PPP model made
the test inapplicable for comparisons. Even though there are transitions in
the model to check for the behavior in 1.2, the implementation of timeouts in
the model prevents accurate statistics from being collected. Test 4.6 sends
out Configure-Ack packets in state Initial, which is not allowed in the simpler
model. However, the behavior of ignoring Configure-Ack packets is checked
in other ways. Test 7.2 also is not applicable because I disabled state Closed
in the model.
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TestMaster-
Generated ANVL Test Numbers
Test
Numbers 1.1 1.4 1.6 3.1 3.4 4.1 7.1 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.7 10.2 20.4 20.5
1.71f_ 1 1 -------
1.2 V V V V i/
1.3 ifI i / I if I I
4 I/ /I I I I
1.5 V /V
1.6 fVV
1.7 V f V /V
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11V// V/VV//V/ /
1.12
1.13
Table 5-2: Quick Cover Tests Compared to ANVL Tests
Each row in the table corresponds to a single TestMaster-generated test. The
first column indicates that test number. Each of the next 15 columns stands
for a particular test in the ANVL PPP test suite. A checkmark indicates that
the TestMaster-generated test verifies the same behavior as the
corresponding checked ANVL PPP test.
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TestMaster-
Generated ANVL Test NumbersT sTest
Numbers 1.1 1.4 1.6 3.1 3.4 4.1 7.1 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.7 10.2 20.4 20 5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.84r r
2.9VV
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15 /
2.17
Table 5-3: N-Switch Cover, N=O Tests Compared to ANVL Tests
This table uses the same conventions as those for Table 5-2.
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In their present form, TestMaster-generated tests cannot replace
ANVL tests. Each ANVL test verifies a single assertion from the PPP
specification. The failure of one test will not prevent one from running the
rest of the tests. Each test builds on the assumption that if an event is not
checked in the current test, then it is checked elsewhere in the test suite.
Each TestMaster-generated test checks several assertions. The validity of an
assertion hinges on the validity of previous assertions within the same test.
This is a problem if certain assertions in the specification are checked
towards the end of the tests. A failure that takes place early in the test will
then prevent the test from checking other behaviors in the DUT. Even if
some of these behaviors could be tested independently, the TestMaster-
generated tests will have coupled them together. Although the generated
tests provide better test coverage, the ANVL tests are still better and more
reliable than TestMaster-generated tests at verifying assertions in the PPP
specification.
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6 Recommendations
Now that I have used TestMaster to model Point to Point Protocol and
to generate tests, I have seen some benefits and downsides of the tests:
+ exact sequences of events are used to verify behavior
+ different testing scenarios can be generated both automatically and
quickly
- event sequences and testing scenarios are fixed during test
generation
- constraints that are needed to generate useful tests may be difficult
to find
One advantage of TestMaster-generated tests is the verification of
precise event sequences. As mentioned earlier, ANVL tests often have the
property of testing more general behavior (whether the DUT has reached
state Opened, regardless of the event sequences that have led to the state).
This paradigm does not offer the same type of behavioral reassurance that
TestMaster-generated tests do. When a Testmaster-generated test fails, the
sequence of events that caused the failure are explicit.
TestMaster facilitates the generation of diverse testing scenarios.
ANVL tests must be coded individually. TestMaster-generated tests, on the
other hand, are created on a test suite level. Since these tests come from a
model, new test suites can be generated easily by changing the coverage, test
generation options, and model constraints.
During test generation, TestMaster sets the event sequences that will
be checked. As mentioned in section 5.1, this makes event timing more
critical in Testmaster-generated tests than in ANVL tests. However, more
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importantly, Testmaster's method of test generation does not allow a test to
proceed differently based on the DUT's behavior. The DUT must act as
dictated in a test, or else the test fails. On the other hand, ANVL tests have
elements of dynamic execution. An example is the ability of most tests to
establish an LCP connection, regardless of the precise event sequences. In a
TestMaster-generated test, an exact event sequence must be followed for the
DUT to behave correctly while establishing an LCP connection. A better test
method would be to test precise sequences of events that are determined at
run-time as opposed to compile-time. Unfortunately, this methodology is not
possible to achieve with TestMaster.
I struggled with finding constraints for the simplified PPP model. In
practice, the model does not really have an accept or exit state. An
implementation will attempt to establish an indefinite number of
connections. However, a test must consist of a finite number of event
sequences, so I had to find constraints to limit the length of tests. In
addition, the absence or presence of particular constraints yielded no paths or
paths with little model coverage when running path generation for hours.
Further research can be performed with TestMaster to improve constraints
on the PPP model.
Overall, the goals of network protocol testing should be reexamined.
The results and analysis suggest that even though TestMaster can generate
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new types of tests, it may not be an appropriate tool with which to generate
network protocol tests.
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Appendix A Soda Machine
Model Report
The sodaMachine project is composed of the following Model(s):
changeCalculator
sodaMachine (Root Model)
Model(s):
The following is a list of the selected models for the
sodaMachine project.
Each model entry lists the objects which it contains.
The [ ] brackets indicate the beginning and end of the test
information field for each transition.
Model: changeCalculator
Variables:
(initial) numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.changeCalculator
-0
temp.Variable.LOCAL.NUMBER.changeCalculator
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalculator
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.changeCalculator
Transitions:
(2)changeCalculator_2.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: calculateQuarters
Predicate:
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator > 0
Action:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[3] =
ROUNDDOWN(theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.\
changeCalculator / .25)
(7)changeCalculator_7.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: calculateDimesEnoughQuarters
Predicate:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[3] <
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[3]
Action:
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator -
(numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARR\
AY.changeCalculator[3] * .25),
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[3] =
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
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ngeCalculator[3] -
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[3],
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2] =
ROUNDDOWN (theBalance.Variable. PARAM.NUMBER.\
changeCalculator / .1)
(8)changeCalculator_8.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: calculateDimesNotEnoughQuarters
Predicate:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[3] >=
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[3]
Action:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[3] =
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[3],
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator -
(theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.ch\
angeCalculator[3] * .25),
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[3] = 0,
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2] =
ROUNDDOWN (theBalance.Variable. PARAM. NUMBER. \
changeCalculator / .1)
(12)changeCalculator_12.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: calculateNickelsEnoughDimes
Predicate:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2] <
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2]
Action:
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator -
(numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARR\
AY.changeCalculator[2] * .1),
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2] =
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2] -
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2],
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[1] =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator / .05
(13)changeCalculator_13.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: calculateNickelsNotEnoughDimes
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Predicate:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER ARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2] >=
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2]
Action:
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[2] =
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2],
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator -
(theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.ch\
angeCalculator[2] * .1),
theNumCoins.Variable.PARAM.NUMBERARRAY.cha\
ngeCalculator[2] = 0,
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRA\
Y.changeCalculator[l1] =
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator / .05
(16)changeCalculator_16.Transition.changeCalculator
Event: returnChangeEnoughNickels
Action:
theBalance.Variable.PARAM.NUMBER.changeCalc\
ulator = 0
Test Info:
[Return
numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.changeCalculator[3]
quarter(s).
Return numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.changeCalculator[2]
dime(s).
Return numCoinsToReturn.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.changeCalculator[1]
nickel(s).
]
States:
(0)Entry.State.changeCalculator
Transitions Out:
(2) changeCalculator_2. Transition. changeCalculator
(1)Exit.State.changeCalculator
Transitions In:
(16) changeCalculator_16.Transition.changeCalculator
(3)numQuartersCalculated.State.changeCalculator
Transitions In:
(2) changeCalculator_2. Transition. changeCalculator
Transitions Out:
(7) changeCalculator_7.Transition.changeCalculator
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(8)changeCalculator_8.Transition.changeCalculator
(4)numDimesCalculated.State.changeCalculator
Transitions In:
(7)changeCalculator_7.Transition.changeCalculator
(8)changeCalculator_8.Transition.changeCalculator
Transitions Out:
(12)changeCalculator_12.Transition.changeCalculator
(13)changeCalculator_13.Transition.changeCalculator
(5)numNickelsCalculated.State.changeCalculator
Transitions In:
(12)changeCalculator_12.Transition.changeCalculator
(13)changeCalculator_13.Transition.changeCalculator
Transitions Out:
(16)changeCalculator_16.Transition.changeCalculator
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Model: sodaMachine
Variables:
(initial) balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine = 0
coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
(initial) maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine = 10
(initial) maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine = .75
(initial) numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine = 0
(initial) numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER ARRAY.sodaMachine = 2
sodaCost.Variabl-e.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
temp.Variable.LOCAL.NUMBER.sodaMachine
Transitions:
(2)sodaMachine_2.Transition.sodaMachine
(20)sodaMachine_20.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: returnPenny
Predicate: coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== 'penny"
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine returned.
(26)sodaMachine_26.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: leaveSodaMachine
Constraint: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
0
Test Info:
[There are:
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER ARRAY.sodaMachine[1] nickel(s),
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[2] dime(s),
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[3] quarter(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[1] Pepsi can(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[2] 7 UP can(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[3] Guava Juice
can(s)
left in the soda machine.
(33)sodaMachine_33.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: noMoreSoda
Predicate: (balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
== 0) &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[1] == 0) &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[2] == 0) &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] == 0)
Test Info:
[no more sodas in machine.
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
(43)sodaMachine_43.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: updateNickel
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "nickel") &&
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(balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[l] <
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne)
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
+ .05,
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[l] =
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[l] + 1
Test Info:
[added $0.05 to balance.
(46)sodaMachine]46.Transition.sodaMachine
(50)sodaMachine_50.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: returnNickel
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "nickel") &&
((balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) ||
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[l] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne))
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine returned.
(69)sodaMachine_69.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: calculateChangeToReturn
Predicate: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
> 0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Arguments:
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachinenumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER
_ARRAY.sodaMachine[]
(70)sodaMachine_70.Transition.sodaMachine
(72)sodaMachine_72.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: noChangeToReturn
Predicate: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
== 0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Test Info:
[no change to return.
]
(78)sodaMachine_78.Transition.sodaMachine
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Event: returnQuarter
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "quarter") &&
((balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) I
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne))
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine returned.
(79)sodaMachine_79.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: returnDime
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "dime") &&
((balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) 1I
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[2] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne))
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 1
Test Info:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine returned.
(83)sodaMachine_83.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: updateQuarter
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "quarter") &&
(balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] <
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne)
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
+ .25,
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[3] =
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[3] + 1
Test Info:
[added $0.25 to balance.
]
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(84)sodaMachine_84.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: updateDime
Predicate:
(coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
== "dime") &&
(balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
maxPurchase.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[2] <
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne)
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
+ .1,
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[2] =
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[2] + 1
Test Info:
[added $0.10 to balance.
(97)sodaMachine_97.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: insertQuarter
Action: coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
= "quarter"
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine inserted; )
(107)sodaMachine_107.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: pushCoinReturn
Test Info:
[coin return pushed.
(111)sodaMachinelll.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: choosePepsi
Action:
sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMac\
hine = "Pepsi",
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
= .5
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine button pushed.
(113)sodaMachine_113.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: balanceTooLow
Predicate: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: temp.Variable.LOCAL.NUMBER.sodaMachine =
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
Test Info:
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[Please insert $temp.Variable.LOCAL.NUMBER.sodaMachine more for
sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine.
(118)sodaMachine118.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: choose7Up
Action:
sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMac\
hine = "7 UP",
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
= .5
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine button pushed.
(119)sodaMachine_119.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: chooseGuavaJuice
Action:
sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMac\
hine = "Guava Juice",
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
= .75
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine button pushed.
]
(123)sodaMachine_123.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: notEnoughPepsi
Predicate:
Constraint:
Test Info:
[Out of Pepsi.
]
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "Pepsi") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[l] == 0)
ITERATE { 1 }
(125)sodaMachine_125.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: notEnough7Up
Predicate:
Constraint:
Test Info:
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "7 UP") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[2] == 0)
ITERATE { 1 }
[Out of 7 UP.
]
(126)sodaMachine_126.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: notEnoughGuavaJuice
Predicate:
Constraint:
Test Info:
[Out of Guava Juice.
]
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "Guava Juice") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] == 0)
ITERATE { 1 }
(130)sodaMachine 130.Transition.sodaMachine
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Event: dispensePepsi
Predicate:
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "Pepsi") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[l] > 0)
Constraint: ITERATE { 1...2 }
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine,
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[l] =
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[l] - 1
Arguments:
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachinenumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER
_ARRAY.sodaMachine[I
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine dispensed.
(131)sodaMachine_131.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: dispense7Up
Predicate:
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "7 UP") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[2] > 0)
Constraint: ITERATE { 1...2 }
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine,
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[2] =
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[2] - 1
Arguments:
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[]
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[]balance.Variable.SCOP
E.NUMBER.sodaMachine
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine dispensed.
(132)sodaMachine_132.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: dispenseGuavaJuice
Predicate:
(sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMa\
chine == "Guava Juice") &&
(numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] > 0)
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Constraint: ITERATE { 1.. .2
Action: balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
sodaCost.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine,
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[3] =
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMa\
chine[3] - 1
Arguments:
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachinenumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER
_ARRAY.sodaMachine[]
Test Info:
[sodaSelection.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine dispensed.
]
(136)sodaMachine_136.Transition.sodaMachine
Test Info:
[There are:
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[1] nickel(s),
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[2] dime(s),
numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[3] quarter(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[1] Pepsi can(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[2] 7 UP can(s),
numSodas.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaMachine[3] Guava Juice
can(s)
left in the soda machine.
(139)sodaMachine_139.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: insertDime
Action: coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
= "dime"
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine inserted;
(140)sodaMachine_140.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: insertNickel
Action: coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
= "nickel"
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine inserted;
(141)sodaMachine 141.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: insertPenny
Action: coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine
= "penny"
Test Info:
[coinType.Variable.SCOPE.STRING.sodaMachine inserted;
(151)sodaMachine_151.Transition.sodaMachine
Event: tooManyCoins
Predicate: (balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
== 0) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[3] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
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achine[2] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne) &&
(numCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBERARRAY.sodaM\
achine[1] >=
maxNumCoins.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachi\
ne)
Test Info:
[too many coins in machine.
balance.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.sodaMachine
States:
(0)Entry.State.sodaMachine
Transitions Out:
(2)sodaMachine_2.Transition.sodaMachine
(1)Exit.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(26)sodaMachine_26.Transition.sodaMachine
(136)sodaMachine_136.Transition.sodaMachine
(3)waitForCoinsAndTransactions.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(2)sodaMachine_2.Transition.sodaMachine
(20)sodaMachine_20.Transition.sodaMachine
(43)sodaMachine_43.Transition.sodaMachine
(46)sodaMachine_46.Transition.sodaMachine
(50)sodaMachine_50.Transition.sodaMachine
(70)sodaMachine 70.Transition.sodaMachine
(72)sodaMachine_72.Transition.sodaMachine
(78)sodaMachine_78.Transition.sodaMachine
(79)sodaMachine_79.Transition.sodaMachine
(83)sodaMachine_83.Transition.sodaMachine
(84)sodaMachine_84.Transition.sodaMachine
(113)sodaMachine_113.Transition.sodaMachine
(123)sodaMachine 123.Transition.sodaMachine
(125)sodaMachine_125.Transition.sodaMachine
(126)sodaMachine_126.Transition.sodaMachine
Transitions Out:
(26)sodaMachine_26.Transition.sodaMachine
(33)sodaMachine_33.Transition.sodaMachine
(97)sodaMachine 97.Transition.sodaMachine
(107)sodaMachine_107.Transition.sodaMachine
(111)sodaMachine ll1.Transition.sodaMachine
(118)sodaMachine 118.Transition.sodaMachine
(119)sodaMachine 119.Transition.sodaMachine
(139)sodaMachine 139.Transition.sodaMachine
(140)sodaMachine 140.Transition.sodaMachine
(141)sodaMachine 141.Transition.sodaMachine
(151)sodaMachine_151.Transition.sodaMachine
(28)outOfOrder.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(33)sodaMachine_33.Transition.sodaMachine
(151)sodaMachine 151.Transition.sodaMachine
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Transitions Out:
(136)sodaMachine_136.Transition.sodaMachine
(94)coinInserted.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(97)sodaMachine_97.Transition.sodaMachine
(139)sodaMachine 139.Transition.sodaMachine
(140)sodaMachine 140.Transition.sodaMachine
(141)sodaMachine_141.Transition.sodaMachine
Transitions Out:
(20)sodaMachine_20.Transition.sodaMachine
(43)sodaMachine_43.Transition.sodaMachine
(50)sodaMachine 50.Transition.sodaMachine
(78)sodaMachine_78.Transition.sodaMachine
(79)sodaMachine_79.Transition.sodaMachine
(83)sodaMachine_83.Transition.sodaMachine
(84)sodaMachine_84.Transition.sodaMachine
(106)coinReturnPushed.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(107)sodaMachine_107.Transition.sodaMachine
Transitions Out:
(69)sodaMachine_69.Transition.sodaMachine
(72)sodaMachine_72.Transition.sodaMachine
(110)sodaButtonPushed.State.sodaMachine
Transitions In:
(111)sodaMachinelll.Transition.sodaMachine
(118)sodaMachine_118.Transition.sodaMachine
(119)sodaMachine_119.Transition.sodaMachine
Transitions Out:
(113)sodaMachine 113.Transition.sodaMachine
(123)sodaMachine_123.Transition.sodaMachine
(125)sodaMachine_125.Transition.sodaMachine
(126)sodaMachine_126.Transition.sodaMachine
(130)sodaMachine_130.Transition.sodaMachine
(131)sodaMachine_131.Transition.sodaMachine
(132)sodaMachine_132.Transition.sodaMachine
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Appendix B Soda Machine
Model Tests
B.1 Tests Generated with Transition Cover
scenario 1(){
There are:
0 nickel(s),
o dime(s),
0 quarter(s),
2 Pepsi can(s),
2 7 UP can(s),
2 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario2({
penny inserted; penny returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Please insert $0.6 more for Guava Juice.
coin return pushed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; nickel returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
There are:
10 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
6 quarter(s),
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0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario3({
penny inserted; penny returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Please insert $0.6 more for Guava Juice.
coin return pushed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; nickel returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added
dime inserted; added
dime inserted; added
dime inserted; added
dime inserted; added
dime inserted; added
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
$0.10 to balance.
$0.10 to balance.
$0.10 to balance.
$0.10 to balance.
$0.10 to balance.
$0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
There are:
10 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
6 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario4({
penny inserted; penny returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Please insert $0.6 more for Guava Juice.
coin return pushed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
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quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; nickel returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
no more sodas in machine.
0.000000
There are:
10 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
9 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
0 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario5({
penny inserted; penny returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Please insert $0.6 more for Guava Juice.
coin return pushed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
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nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; nickel returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Out of Guava Juice.
There are:
10 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
9 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
0 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
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B.2 Tests Generated with Quick Cover
scenariolO{
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Please insert $0.65 more for Guava Juice.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
coin return pushed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
1 dime(s),
2 quarter(s),
1 Pepsi can(s),
2 7 UP can(s),
2 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario2({
7 UP button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for 7 UP.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
2 dime(s),
1 quarter(s),
1 Pepsi can(s),
2 7 UP can(s),
2 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario3({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
0 dime(s),
2 quarter(s),
2 Pepsi can(s),
17 UP can(s),
2 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario4({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
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Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
0 dime(s),
4 quarter(s),
1 Pepsi can(s),
1 7 UP can(s),
2 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario5({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
1 dime(s),
5 quarter(s),
2 Pepsi can(s),
1 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario6()
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
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dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
There are:
1 nickel(s),
4 dime(s),
10 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario7({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
There are:
1 nickel(s),
4 dime(s),
10 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario8()
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
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dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 2 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
There are:
1 nickel(s),
4 dime(s),
10 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenario9({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 1 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
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Return 1 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
no more sodas in machine.
0.000000
There are:
3 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
10 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
0 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenariolO{
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
There are:
6 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
0 quarter(s),
2 Pepsi can(s),
1 7 UP can(s),
1 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
scenariollO{
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
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Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
coin return pushed.
no change to return.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Out of Guava Juice.
There are:
7 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
9 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
0 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
}
scenario12({
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
coin return pushed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
Pepsi button pushed.
Please insert $0.5 more for Pepsi.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
penny inserted; penny returned.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; added $0.10 to balance.
dime inserted; dime returned.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; quarter returned.
Pepsi button pushed.
Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
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Pepsi dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
Pepsi button pushed.
Out of Pepsi.
7 UP button pushed.
7 UP dispensed.
Return 1 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 0 nickel(s).
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
7 UP button pushed.
Out of 7 UP.
nickel inserted; added $0.05 to balance.
quarter inserted; added $0.25 to balance.
nickel inserted; nickel returned.
Guava Juice button pushed.
Guava Juice dispensed.
Return 0 quarter(s).
Return 0 dime(s).
Return 1 nickel(s).
There are:
7 nickel(s),
10 dime(s),
9 quarter(s),
0 Pepsi can(s),
0 7 UP can(s),
0 Guava Juice can(s)
left in the soda machine.
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Appendix C PPP Model Report
Path Constraints:
PPP
o (12)Opened_9.State.PPP
o (13)PPP_13.Transition.PPP -> (3)InitialO.State.PPP ->
(136)PPP_136.Transition.PPP
o (9)Req_Sent_6.State.PPP
Model(s):
The following is a list of the selected models for the PPP
project.
Each model entry lists the objects which it contains.
The [ ] brackets indicate the beginning and end of the test
information field for each transition.
Model: PPP
Variables:
configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
eventNoEffectCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
maxTerminate.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
Transitions:
(13)PPP_13.Transition.PPP
Test Info:
[LCPFormt *lcp;
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *state;
LCPTimingStatst *stats;
lcp = LCPFormCreate();
state = LCPSendAndExpectStateCreate();
stats = LCPTimingStatsCreate(;
state->userData = stats;
]
(15)PPP_15.Transition.PPP
Event: Up
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPUp(config);
(16)PPP_16.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Predicate: (4)Startingl.State.PPP > 0
Comment: tls
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
]
(17)PPP_17.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
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Constraint:
Comment:
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
ITERATE { 1
tif
(18)PPP_18.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
(19)PPP_19.Transitior
Event:
Action:
. PPP
Up
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc scr
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPUp(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(20)PPP_20.Transitior
Event:
Action:
. PPP
Open
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc scr
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(21)PPP_21.Transitior
Event:
Constraint:
Comment:
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
Down
(103)PPP_103.Transition.PPP ||
(31)PPP_31.Transition.PPP ||
(36)PPP_36.Transition.PPP ||
(41)PPP_41.Transition.PPP ||
(45)PPP_45.Transition.PPP
tls
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]
]
(23)PPP_23.Transition
Event:
Constraint:
Action:
.PPP
RCR1
ITERATE { 1 }
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: scr sca
Test Info:
[CLEAR DATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement (state->expectedPkts,
LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(26)PPP_26.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
(31)PPP_31.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(32)PPP_32.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
(33)PPP_33.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
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]
(36)PPP_36.Transition.PPP
Event: TOO
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
== 0
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(37)PPP_37.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sca
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(38)PPP_38.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBFR.PPP =
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
state->timeOut.sec = state->timeOut.usec = 0;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(39)PPP_39.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER. PPP =
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maxTerminate.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc str
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(41)PPP 41.Transition.PPP
Event: TOO
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
== 0
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(42)PPP_42.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sca tlu
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier(;
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Send echo request and see if echo reply comes back */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPEECHOREPLY);
LCPSendEchoAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "LCP Connection %s\n",
(state->status == TRUE)?"Established":"Denied");
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
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(43)PPP_43.Transition.PPP
Event: TO1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint:
Action:
ITERATE { 1 1
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: scr
Test Info:
[state->UserHandler = (PacketHandlert *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(44)PPP_44.Transitior
Event:
Constraint:
Action:
. PPP
Close
ITERATE { 1 }
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
maxTerminate.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc str
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
(45)PPP_45.Transition.PPP
Event: TOO
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
== 0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: tlf
Test Info:
[LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
I
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]
]
(46)PPP_46.Transition
Event:
Constraint:
Action:
. PPP
RCA
ITERATE { 1
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
maxConfigure.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
Comment: irc tlu
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateRelnit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Send echo request and see if echo reply comes back */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPEECHOREPLY);
LCPSendEchoAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "LCP Connection %s\n",
(state->status == TRUE) ?"Established":"Denied");
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(47)PPP_47.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEAR DATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(48)PPP_48.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
maxTerminate.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc str tld
Test Info:
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]
]
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
(49)PPP_49.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: tld
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
(50)PPP_50.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: scr sca tld
Test Info:
[CLEAR DATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(51)PPP_51.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: scr tld
Test Info:
[CLEAR DATA(lcp);
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
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LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(52)PPP_52.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
0
Comment:
Test Info:
zrc sta tld
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
(54)PPP_54.Transition
Event:
Constraint:
Action:
. PPP
Close
ITERATE { 1
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
maxTerminate.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP - 1
Comment: irc str
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement (state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateRelnit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
]
(56)PPP_56.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
status = status && (PktSrcGetState(pppConn->pktSrc) == PKTSRCDOWN);
/* if(!status) break; */
(58)PPP_58.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Test Info:
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[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(60)PPP_60.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(61)PPP_61.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(63)PPP_63.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
state->ignoreType = LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
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LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(65)PPP 65.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
(66)PPP_66.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(67)PPP 67.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKT TYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(68)PPP_68.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORM SETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORM SETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
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status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
(69)PPP_69.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
status = status && (PktSrcGetState(pppConn->pktSrc) == PKTSRCDOWN);
/* if(!status) break; */
(70)PPP_70.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->exptectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(75)PPP_75.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(80)PPP_80.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
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Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
/* Send echo request and see if echo reply comes back */
CLEAR DATA(lcp);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCP PKTTYPEECHOREPLY);
LCPSendEchoAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
(84)PPP 84.Transition.PPP
Test Info:
[Free(lcp);
LCPSendAndExpectStateDestroy(state);
Would normally free stats, but since it is referenced
by state->userData, destroy it when state destroyed.
Reason has to do with fact that some data pointed to
by state->userData created in other functions and have
no other way of being freed properly.
DUTPPPResetConn(config, pppConn);
break;
]
(87)PPP 87.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose (config);
(89)PPP 89.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATE ACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
(93)PPP_93.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
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Predicate:
Constraint:
Action:
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
ITERATE { 1
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORM SETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
(96)PPP_96.Transition.PPP
Event: TOO
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
== 0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(99)PPP_99.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
(100)PPP_100.Transition.PPP
Event: TO1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint:
Action:
Comment:
Test Info:
ITERATE { 1 }
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter. Variable. SCOPE. NUMBER. PPP,
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
0
str
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]
[state->UserHandler = (PacketHandlert *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST,
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER. PPP);
state->timeOut.sec =
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*LCP DEFAULT RESTART TIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(103)PPP 103.Transition.PPP
Event: TOO
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
== 0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: tif
Test Info:
[LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(104)PPP 104.Transition.PPP
Event: TOl
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP,
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
0
Comment: str
Test Info:
[state->UserHandler = (PacketHandler_t *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST,
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP);
state->timeOut.sec =
terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*LCP DEFAULTRESTART TIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = terminateCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
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break;
(105)PPP_105.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(107)PPP_107.Transition.PPP
Event: TO1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP,
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
0
Comment: scr
Test Info:
[state->UserHandler = (PacketHandlert *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST,
configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP);
state->timeOut.sec =
configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
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(108)PPP_108.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
]
(109)PPP_109.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSET FIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
state->timeOut.sec = state->timeOut.usec = 0;
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
(110)PPP_110.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier (;
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCP_PKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
(111)PPP_111.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: scr
Test Info:
[CLEAR DATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKT TYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
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status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(112)PPP_112.Transition.PPP
Event: Down
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPDown(config);
(113)PPP_113.Transition.PPP
Event: TO1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter. Variable. SCOPE. NUMBER. PPP,
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
0
Comment: scr
Test Info:
[state->UserHandler = (PacketHandlert *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST,
configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP);
state->timeOut.sec =
configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = configureCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
(114)PPP_114.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: sca
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
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LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCP_PKT TYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(121)PPP_121.Transition.PPP
Event: Close
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
(123)PPP_123.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier (;
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(124)PPP_124.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKT TYPE TERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
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(125)PPP_125.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSET FIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSET FIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(126)PPP 126.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(127)PPP 127.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
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}
(128)PPP 128.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement (state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKT TYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
(129)PPP_129.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCP PKT TYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(130)PPP_130.Transition.PPP
Event: RCR1
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
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state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(131)PPP 131.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 11}
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(132)PPP 132.Transition.PPP
Event: RTA
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint: ITERATE { 11}
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
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(133)PPP_133.Transition.PPP
Event: RTR
Predicate: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP >
0
Constraint:
Action:
ITERATE { 1 }
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: sta
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORM SETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement (state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKT TYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
(134)PPP_134.Transition.PPP
Event: RCA
Constraint: ITERATE { 1 }
Action: restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP =
restartCounter.Variable.SCOPE.NUMBER.PPP -
1
Comment: scr tld
Test Info:
[CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen, state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
(136)PPP_136.Transition.PPP
Event: Open
Predicate: (4)Startingl.State.PPP == 0
Test Info:
[/* DUTEventLCPOpen(config); */
States:
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]
]
(0)Entry.State.PPP
Transitions Out:
(13)PPP_13.Transition.PPP
(1)Exit.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(84)PPP_84.Transition.PPP
(3)Initial_0.State.PPP
Constraint: (3)Initial_0.State.PPP <= 4
Transitions In:
(13)PPP_13.Transition.PPP
(17)PPP_17.Transition.PPP
(18)PPP 18.Transition.PPP
(56)PPP_56.Transition.PPP
(65)PPP_65.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(15)PPP_15.Transition.PPP
(16)PPP_16.Transition.PPP
(136)PPP_136.Transition.PPP
(4)Starting_1.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(16)PPP_16.Transition.PPP
(21)PPP_21.Transition.PPP
(32)PPP_32.Transition.PPP
(33)PPP_33.Transition.PPP
(49)PPP 49.Transition.PPP
(69)PPP_69.Transition.PPP
(108)PPP_108.Transition.PPP
(112)PPP_112.Transition.PPP
(136)PPP_136.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(17)PPP 17.Transition.PPP
(19)PPP_19.Transition.PPP
(84)PPP_84.Transition.PPP
(5)Closed_2.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(15)PPP_15.Transition.PPP
(66)PPP 66.Transition.PPP
(68)PPP_68.Transition.PPP
(75)PPP_75.Transition.PPP
(87)PPP_87.Transition.PPP
(96)PPP 96.Transition.PPP
(121)PPP_121.Transition.PPP
(123)PPP_123.Transition.PPP
(124)PPP_124.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(18)PPP_18.Transition.PPP
(20)PPP_20.Transition.PPP
(6)Stopped_3.State.PPP
Transitions In:
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(31)PPP_31.Transition.PPP
(36)PPP_36.Transition.PPP
(41)PPP_41.Transition.PPP
(45)PPP_45.Transition.PPP
(58)PPP_58.Transition.PPP
(89)PPP_89.Transition.PPP
(103)PPP 103.Transition.PPP
(126)PPP_126.Transition.PPP
(127)PPP_127.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(21)PPP 21.Transition.PPP
(23)PPP 23.Transition.PPP
(87)PPP 87.Transition.PPP
(7)Closing 4.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(39)PPP 39.Transition.PPP
(44)PPP 44.Transition.PPP
(48)PPP 48.Transition.PPP
(54)PPP 54.Transition.PPP
(60)PPP 60.Transition.PPP
(93)PPP 93.Transition.PPP
(99)PPP 99.Transition.PPP
(100)PPP_100.Transition.PPP
(130)PPP_130.Transition.PPP
(131)PPP_131.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(26)PPP 26.Transition.PPP
(65)PPP 65.Transition.PPP
(66)PPP 66.Transition.PPP
(96)PPP_96.Transition.PPP
(8)Stopping_5.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(26)PPP 26.Transition.PPP
(52)PPP 52.Transition.PPP
(70)PPP 70.Transition.PPP
(104)PPP_104.Transition.PPP
(128)PPP_128.Transition.PPP
(129)PPP_129.Transition.PPP
(133)PPP_133.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(31)PPP_31.Transition.PPP
(32)PPP_32.Transition.PPP
(99)PPP_99.Transition.PPP
(103)PPP_103.Transition.PPP
(9)ReqSent_6.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(19)PPP 19.Transition.PPP
(20)PPP_20.Transition.PPP
(43)PPP_43.Transition.PPP
(47)PPP_47.Transition.PPP
(51)PPP_51.Transition.PPP
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(61)PPP_61.Transition.PPP
(105)PPP_105.Transition.PPP
(107)PPP_107.Transition.PPP
(109)PPP_109.Transition.PPP
(110)PPP_110.Transition.PPP
(111)PPP_111.Transition.PPP
(125)PPP_125.Transition.PPP
(134)PPP_134.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(33)PPP_33.Transition.PPP
(36)PPP_36.Transition.PPP
(37)PPP_37.Transition.PPP
(38)PPP_38.Transition.PPP
(54)PPP_54.Transition.PPP
(10)AckRcvd_7.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(38)PPP_38.Transition.PPP
(63)PPP_63.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(39)PPP_39.Transition.PPP
(41)PPP_41.Transition.PPP
(42)PPP_42.Transition.PPP
(43)PPP_43.Transition.PPP
(108)PPP_108.Transition.PPP
(109)PPP_109.Transition.PPP
(110)PPP_110.Transition.PPP
(111)PPP_111.Transition.PPP
(11)AckSent_8.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(23)PPP_23.Transition.PPP
(37)PPP_37.Transition.PPP
(50)PPP_50.Transition.PPP
(67)PPP_67.Transition.PPP
(113)PPP_113.Transition.PPP
(114)PPP_114.Transition.PPP
(132)PPP_132.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(44)PPP_44.Transition.PPP
(45)PPP_45.Transition.PPP
(46)PPP_46.Transition.PPP
(47)PPP_47.Transition.PPP
(112)PPP_112.Transition.PPP
(12)Opened_9.State.PPP
Transitions In:
(42)PPP_42.Transition.PPP
(46)PPP_46.Transition.PPP
(80)PPP_80.Transition.PPP
Transitions Out:
(48)PPP_48.Transition.PPP
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(49)PPP_49.Transition.PPP
(50)PPP_50.Transition.PPP
(51)PPP_51.Transition.PPP
(52)PPP_52.Transition.PPP
(134)PPP_134.Transition.PPP
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Appendix D PPP Model ANVL
Code
Portions of this work contain software copyrighted by Teradyne Midnight
Networks, Inc. Reproduction or other use of the software beyond reprints of
this article require a license from the copyright owner.
D.1 Example of TestMaster-Generated Code
void
UserTestsRun(ANVLConfigt *config)
boolean status, echoSend;
byte *protocol, *testNum;
NetConnt *pppConn;
TESTSETUP (pppSetupCommand,
"") ;
protocol = "USER";
TestMasterPPPValidateConfig(config, &pppConn, &echoSend);
BEGINTEST(
TEST NUM
"1. 1"
TEST DESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",J
TEST REFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TEST METHOD
"N/A\n",I
TEST FLAGS
TF UNSPEC
while (TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
LCPFormt *lcp;
LCPSendAndExpectState t *state;
LCPTimingStatst *stats;
lcp = LCPFormCreate(;
state = LCPSendAndExpectStateCreate (;
stats = LCPTimingStatsCreate(;
state->userData = stats;
/* Initial 0 Open */
/* DUTEventLCPOpen(config); */
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/* Starting 1 Up */
DUTEventLCPUp(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKT TYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
state->UserHandler = (PacketHandler t *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST,
9.000000);
state->timeOut.sec = 9.000000*LCP DEFAULTRESTARTTIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = 9.000000*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
break;
}
/* Ack Sent 8 RTR */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status) {
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break;
}
/* Req_Sent_6 Down */
DUTEventLCPDown(config);
/* Starting 1 Up */
DUTEventLCPUp(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCP_PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
DUTEventLCPClose(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Closing 4 RCR1 */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Closing 4 Down */
DUTEventLCPDown(config);
/* Initial 0 Open */
DUTEventLCPOpen(config);
/* Starting 1 Up */
DUTEventLCPUp(config);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
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LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen,
state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORM SET FIELD(lcp, code, LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREACK);
state->timeOut.sec = state->timeOut.usec = 0;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Ack Rcvd 7 RCR1 */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Send echo request and see if echo reply comes back */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts, LCP PKTTYPEECHOREPLY);
LCPSendEchoAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
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Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "LCP Connection %s\n",
(state->status == TRUE) ?"Established":"Denied");
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Opened_9 RTA */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement (state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGURE REQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Req Sent 6 RTA */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGURE REQUEST);
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Req Sent 6 TO1 */
state->UserHandler = (PacketHandlert *) LCPTimingHandler;
stats->numSeen = 0;
stats->lcpType = LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST;
LCPPktsNumSet(state->expectedPkts, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST,
8.000000);
state->timeOut.sec 8.000000*LCP DEFAULT RESTART TIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = 8.000000*100;
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status &&
LCPTimingStatsValidate(stats, LCPDEFAULTRESTARTTIMER);
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit (state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
LCPSendAndExpect (pppConn, 0, state);
status = status && state->status;
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LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Stopped 3 RCA */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
LCPPacketToForm(&state->remoteAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm(lcp->data, lcp->dataLen,
state->remoteOptsAckd);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
CLEARDATA(lcp);
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier(;
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, code, LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->termIdentifierLatest);
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->expectedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
LCPSendAndExpect(pppConn, lcp, state);
status = status && state->status;
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(state);
if (!status)
break;
}
/* Stopped_3 Down */
DUTEventLCPDown(config);
/* Starting_1 */
Free(lcp);
LCPSendAndExpectStateDestroy(state);
Would normally free stats, but since it is referenced
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by state->userData, destroy it when state destroyed.
Reason has to do with fact that some data pointed to
by state->userData created in other functions and have
no other way of being freed properly.
DUTPPPResetConn(config, pppConn);
break;
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
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D.2 Code Written with ANVL Libraries
#define LCP_PKT NUMTYPES 14
#define LCPTIMINGMAXCONFIGURE (LCP_DEFAULTMAXCONFIGURE * 20)
#include "midnight.h"
#include "anvluser.h"
#include "anvlppp.h"
#include "anvppput.h"
#include "lcp.h"
enum LCPPktType e
LCP PKT TYPE UNKNOWN = 0,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGURE REQUEST,
LCP_PKTTYPECONFIGURE ACK,
LCP_PKTTYPECONFIGURE NAK,
LCP_PKTTYPECONFIGURE REJECT,
LCP_PKTTYPETERMINATE REQUEST,
LCP_PKTTYPETERMINATE ACK,
LCP PKT TYPE CODE REJECT,
LCP_PKTTYPEPROTOCOLREJECT,
LCP_PKTTYPEECHOREQUEST,
LCP_PKTTYPEECHOREPLY,
LCP_PKTTYPEDISCARDREQUEST,
LCP_PKTTYPEIDENTIFICATION,
LCP_PKTTYPETIMEREMAINING
};
typedef enum LCPPktType e LCPPktType t;
struct LCPSendAndExpectState_s
/* caller sets these fields *7
Protocol_t protocol; /* LOP, NCP, for examp
boolean runDefaultHandlers; /* run the default ANV
handlers? */
ubyte4 expectedPkts[LCPPKTNUMTYPES]; /* number of expected
by type */
ubyte4 expectedPktsTotal; /* number of expected
pkts */
ubyte ignoreType; /* ignore this pkt if
encountered */
Time t timeOut; /* how long to run the
le */
L
pkts
total
ubyte identifierLatest;
ubyte termIdentifierLatest;
/* keep track
used */
/* keep track
used */
handlers */
of configure identifiers
of terminate identifiers
/* negotiated options */
LCPConfigDataFormt *localOpts;
LCPConfigDataFormt *localOptsAckd;
LCPConfigDataForm t *remoteOptsAckd;
/* originally requested by
"us" */
/* finally agreed on by
"them" */
/* what was acked by "us" */
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/* Holding area to store Ackd options */
Packett localAckPktRaw;
ubyte localAckPktRawData[MAXPACKETLEN];
Packett remoteAckPktRaw;
ubyte remoteAckPktRawData[MAXPACKETLEN];
/* Connection state and statistics */
ubyte4 receivedPkts[LCPPKTNUMTYPES]; /
ubyte4 receivedPktsTotal; /
ubyte4 sentPkts[LCPPKTNUMTYPES]; /
ubyte4 sentPktsTotal; /
HandlerIDt reqHandlerID; /* store I
LCPSend
install
PacketHandler t *UserHandler; /* pointer
functio
HandlerID_t userHandlerID; /* store I
when in
void *userData; /* data ac
/* the handler will set these fields */
Packett pkt;
ubyte pktBuffer[MAXPACKETLEN];
LCPFormt lcpForm;
* number of received pkts
by type */
* number of total pkts
received */
* number of sent pkts by
type */
* number of total pkts sent
*/
D of
AndExpectHandler when
ed
to custom packet handler
n */
D of custom packet hander
stalled */
cessed by several functions
boolean status; /* did DUT do what it was supposed
to? */
typedef struct LCPSendAndExpectStates LCPSendAndExpectStatet;
/* stores information used to calculate timing statistics for
retransmitted packets */
struct LCPTimingStats_s {
ubyte lcpType; /* type of pkt to store timing info for */
ubyte4 numSeen; /* number of lcpType packets seen */
Timet times[LCPTIMINGMAXCONFIGURE];
} ;
typedef struct LCPTimingStatss LCPTimingStatst;
/* functions used to get and set packet statistics */
ubyte4
LCPPktsNumGet (ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktType-t type);
void
LCPPktsNumSet(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktType-t type, ubyte4 numPkts);
void
LCPPktsNumIncrement(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktTypet type);
void
LCPPktsNumClear(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts);
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ubyte4
LCPPktsNumCalculateTotal(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts);
/* function used to validate configuration file and find a PPP
interface to use
static void
TestMasterPPPValidateConfig(ANVLConfigt *config, NetConn t **pppConn,
boolean *echoSend);
/* functions used to create, destroy, and re-initiate context block */
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *
LCPSendAndExpectStateCreate(void);
void
LCPSendAndExpectStateDestroy(LCPSendAndExpectState t *state);
void
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(LCPSendAndExpectStatet *state);
/* functions to send/receive LCP packets */
Packett *
LCPSendAndExpect(NetConn t *pppConn, LCPForm t *lcp,
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *s);
Packett *
LCPSendEchoAndExpect(NetConnt *n, LCPFormt *lcp,
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *state);
/* packet handler used by LCPSendAndExpect and LCPSendEchoAndExpect */
static boolean
LCPSendAndExpectHandler(NetConnt *n, Packett *pkt,
HandlerPurpose_t purpose, void *data,
void *context);
/* create context block that stores timing statistics */
LCPTimingStats t *LCPTimingStatsCreate(void);
/* packet handler that stores the timing statistics */
static boolean
LCPTimingHandler(NetConnt *n, Packett *pkt, HandlerPurpose t purpose,
ProcessStatet *ps, void *context);
/* validate timing statistics when testing packet retransmission */
static boolean LCPTimingStatsValidate(LCPTimingStats-t *s, ubyte4 v);
/* functions that cause LCP events in the DUT's PPP state machine */
boolean
DUTEventLCPOpen(ANVLConfig t *config);
boolean
DUTEventLCPClose(ANVLConfigt *config);
boolean
DUTEventLCPUp(ANVLConfigt *config);
boolean
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DUTEventLCPDown(ANVLConfigt *config);
/* function used to validate configuration file and assign a PPP
inteface to pppConn */
static void
TestMasterPPPValidateConfig(ANVLConfigt *config, NetConnt **pppConn,
boolean *echoSend)
*pppConn = ANVLConfigInterfaceNext(config, 0, ANVL INTERFACEPPP,
ANVLPROTOCOLNONE);
if (!*pppConn)
Error(FATAL,
"A PPP Interface line must appear in the configuration
"file\n");
}
}
ubyte4
LCPPktsNumGet(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktType_t type)
{
if((type > 0) && (type < 14))
return(arrayNumPkts[type]);
}
return (arrayNumPkts [LCPPKT TYPEUNKNOWN])
}
void
LCPPktsNumSet(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktTypet type, ubyte4 numPkts)
if((type > 0) && (type < 14))
if(numPkts >=0) {
arrayNumPkts[type] = numPkts;
else {
arrayNumPkts[type] = 0;
}
else
if(numPkts >=0)
arrayNumPkts[LCPPKTTYPEUNKNOWN] = numPkts;
else {
arrayNumPkts[LCPPKTTYPEUNKNOWN] = 0;
void
LCPPktsNumIncrement(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts, LCPPktType t type)
{
if((type > 0) && (type < 14)) {
arrayNumPkts [type] ++;
else {
arrayNumPkts[LCPPKTTYPEUNKNOWN] ++;
void
LCPPktsNumClear(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts)
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{
ubyte i;
for(i=0; i<LCP_PKTNUMTYPES; i++)
arrayNumPktsli] = 0;
}
}
ubyte4
LCPPktsNumCalculateTotal(ubyte4 *arrayNumPkts)
ubyte i;
ubyte4 total=0;
for(i=0; i<LCPPKTNUMTYPES; i++)
total += arrayNumPkts[i];
}
return total;
void
LCPSendAndExpectStateReInit(LCPSendAndExpectState t *state)
ubyte i;
/* clear the number of expected and received packets */
for(i=0; i<LCPPKTNUMTYPES; i++) {
state->expectedPkts[i] = state->receivedPkts[i] = 0;
}
state->ignoreType = 0;
state->UserHandler = 0;
state->timeOut.sec = LCP DEFAULT RESTART TIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = 100;
state->status = TRUE;
LCPSendAndExpectState t
LCPSendAndExpectStateCreate
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *state;
Protocolt protocol = LCP;
state = (LCPSendAndExpectState_t *)
Malloc(sizeof(LCPSendAndExpectStatet));
CLEARDATA(state);
state->protocol = protocol;
state->runDefaultHandlers = TRUE;
/* Wait a little bit longer than the default restart timeout number
of seconds */
state->timeOut.sec = LCP DEFAULT RESTART TIMER;
state->timeOut.usec = 100;
state->localOpts = LCPConfigDataFormCreate();
state->localOptsAckd = LCPConfigDataFormCreate();
state->remoteOptsAckd = LCPConfigDataFormCreate();
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/* +++dhwong: These should be LCPGetNextIdentifier(, but right now,
only NCPGetNextIdentifier() exists */
state->identifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
state->termIdentifierLatest = NCPGetNextIdentifier();
/* By default, status is TRUE unless something bad happens */
state->status = TRUE;
return state;
}
void
LCPSendAndExpectStateDestroy(LCPSendAndExpectState-t *state)
{
Free(state->localOpts);
Free(state->localOptsAckd);
Free(state->remoteOptsAckd);
Free (state->userData);
Free (state);
}
Packet t *
LCPSendAndExpect(NetConnt *pppConn, LCPFormt *lcp,
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *state)
HandlerID_t hand;
Protocol t protocol = LCP;
byte codeStr[MAXSTRING], protocolStr[MAXSTRING];
ubyte i;
state->pkt.data = 0;
state->expectedPktsTotal =
LCPPktsNumCalculateTotal(state->expectedPkts);
hand = HandlerInstall(pppConn, protocol, 0, 0, PURPOSE PROCESS,
LCPSendAndExpectHandler, state);
/* Install user-defined handler after LCPSendAndExpectHandler so
user can override default behavior */
if(state->UserHandler){
state->userHandlerID =
HandlerInstall(pppConn, protocol,
PPPTypePackedFromProtocol(protocol),
PPPTYPELEN, PURPOSEPROCESS,
(PacketHandlert *)state->UserHandler,
(void *)state);
if (lcp) {
Log(THREAD GENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "Sending %s %s.\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr),
LCPCodeToString(lcp->code, codeStr));
if(LCPSend(pppConn, lcp, 0, 0)) {
LCPPktsNumIncrement(state->sentPkts, lcp->code);
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else {
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "! Could not send %s %s.\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr),
LCPCodeToString(lcp->code, codeStr));
state->status = FALSE;
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "Waiting for %s packets.\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr));
RunHandlers(&state->timeOut);
HandlerRemove(pppConn, hand, protocol);
if(state->UserHandler) {
HandlerRemove(pppConn, state->userHandlerID, protocol);
}
if (state->expectedPktsTotal)
if (!state->receivedPktsTotal)
/* if you expect packets, but you don't get any, set status to
false */
for(i=l; i<LCPPKTNUMTYPES; i++) {
if (state->expectedPkts[i] && !state->receivedPkts[i])
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "! No good packets received of
type %s %s.\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr),
LCPCodeToString(i, codeStr));
state->status = FALSE;
else
/* if you didn't get all of the packets you wanted, set status to
false */
for(i=O; i<LCPPKTNUMTYPES; i++)
if (state->receivedPkts[i] < state->expectedPkts[i])
Log(THREAD GENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"I Received %lu of %lu good packets of type %s %s.\n",
state->receivedPkts[i], state->expectedPkts[i],
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr),
LCPCodeToString(i, codeStr));
state->status = FALSE;
else {
/* if you didn't expect packets, but got some, set status
to false */
if (state->receivedPktsTotal)
for(i=1; i<LCPPKTNUMTYPES; i++)
if (state->receivedPkts[il) {
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! Good packets received of type %s %s.\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protocolStr),
LCPCodeToString(i, codeStr));
state->status = FALSE;
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return (state->pkt.data)? &state->pkt : 0;
}
static boolean
LCPSendAndExpectHandler(NetConnt *n, Packett *pkt,
HandlerPurposet purpose, void *data,
void *context)
{
LCPSendAndExpectStatet *lcpState = (LCPSendAndExpectState t
*)context;
Protocolt protocol = lcpState->protocol;
ProcessStatet *ps = data;
LCPConfigOptionFormt opt;
LCPFormt *lcp;
LCPEchoDiscardForm t *lcpEcho;
byte protoStr[MAXSTRING], codeStr[MAX-STRING];
ubyte *dataPtr;
pkt = PktHistory(ps, protocol);
/* Convert to usable form */
lcp = &lcpState->lcpForm;
if (pkt->len >= LCPHDRLEN)
LCPPacketToForm(pkt, lcp);
}
else {
Error(WARNING, "Packet received by %s with bad length: %lu\n",
ProtocolToString(protocol, protoStr), pkt->len);
FDumpPacket(stderr, ps);
return FALSE;
}
/* This can be used when you are making sure that no other packets
are received, except for retransmitted Configure-Requests and
Terminate-Requests */
if (lcpState->lcpForm.code == lcpState->ignoreType)
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Ignoring %s %s on %s\n", ProtocolToString(protocol, protoStr),
LCPCodeToString(lcp->code, codeStr),
NetConnInterfaceName(n));
return TRUE;
I
/* Copy this packet into memory in the state block */
lcpState->pkt.len = pkt->len;
MemMove(lcpState->pktBuffer, pkt->data, pkt->len);
lcpState->pkt.data = lcpState->pktBuffer;
/* make lcpForm point to saved memory to avoid memory problems */
LCPPacketToForm(&lcpState->pkt, &lcpState->lcpForm);
lcpState->pkt.data += LCP_HDR_LEN;
lcpState->pkt.len -= LCPHDRLEN;
/* Log incoming packet */
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Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Received %s %s on %s\n", ProtocolToString(protocol, protoStr),
LCPCodeToString(lcp->code, codeStr),
NetConnInterfaceName(n));
PrintCurrentPacket(n, ps);
if (lcp->code == LCP PKT TYPE CONFIGUREREQUEST){
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Validating LCP Configure-Request packet.\n");
/* Make sure the Configure-Request is formatted correctly */
if (lcpState->lcpForm.length !=
(LCPHDRLEN + lcpState->pkt.len))
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Length (%u) does not match actual packet length
"(%lu) \n",
lcpState->lcpForm.length, (LCPHDRLEN + lcpState->pkt.len));
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
/* Check that the options are recognizable */
for (dataPtr = lcpState->lcpForm.data;
dataPtr<(lcpState->lcpForm.data + lcpState->lcpForm.dataLen);
dataPtr += opt.length) {
LCPConfigOptionToForm(dataPtr, &opt);
if ((opt.type == lcpConfigTypeReserved) 11 (opt.type == 0) 11
((opt.type > lcpConfigTypeACFC) &&
(opt.type < lcpConfigTypeMultilinkMRRU)) |1
(opt.type > lcpConfigTypeMultilinkEndpointDiscriminator))
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! Incorrect option type %u in Options\n", opt.type);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
/* only increment the count now that the Configure-Request was
checked */
LCPPktsNumIncrement(lcpState->receivedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREREQUEST);
/* Save the ack'd options in the context block */
MemMove(lcpState->remoteAckPktRawData, pkt->data,
(Size t)pkt->len);
lcpState->remoteAckPktRaw.data = lcpState->remoteAckPktRawData;
lcpState->remoteAckPktRaw.len = pkt->len;
} else if(lcp->code == LCP PKTTYPECONFIGUREACK){
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Validating LCP Configure-Ack packet.\n");
/* Check that the identifier of the Configure-Ack matches that of
the last Configure-Request sent */
if (lcp->identifier != lcpState->identifierLatest){
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Configure-Ack identifier (Ox%02X)
"does not match LCP Configure-Request identifier (Ox%02X)\n",
lcp->identifier, lcpState->identifierLatest);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
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return FALSE;
}
/* Check that the length of the Configure-Ack is correct */
if (lcpState->lcpForm.length !=
(LCPHDRLEN + lcpState->lcpForm.dataLen))
Log(THREAD GENERAL, LOG MEDIUM,
"! LCP Length (%u) does not match actual packet length
"(%lu) \n",
lcpState->lcpForm.length,
(LCPHDRLEN + lcpState->lcpForm.dataLen));
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
/* Check that the options in the Configure-Ack are the same as the
options we sent out in the Configure-Request when we implement
options negotiation in the model */
/* Configure-Ack is good, so increment counter */
LCPPktsNumIncrement(lcpState->receivedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPECONFIGUREACK);
/* Save ack'd options */
MemMove (lcpState->localAckPktRawData, pkt->data, (Sizet)pkt->len);
lcpState->localAckPktRaw.data lcpState->localAckPktRawData;
lcpState->localAckPktRaw.len = pkt->len;
LCPPacketToForm(&lcpState->localAckPktRaw, lcp);
LCPConfigDataToForm (lcp->data, lcp->dataLen,
lcpState->localOptsAckd);
else if (lcp->code == LCP PKT TYPE TERMINATEREQUEST) {
LCPPktsNumIncrement(lcpState->receivedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEREQUEST);
lcpState->termIdentifierLatest = lcp->identifier;
} else if (lcp->code == LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK)
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Validating LCP Terminate-Ack packet.\n");
if (lcp->identifier != lcpState->termIdentifierLatest){
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Terminate-Ack identifier (Ox%02X)
"does not match LCP Terminate-Request identifier (Ox%02X)\n",
lcp->identifier, lcpState->termIdentifierLatest);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
if (lcpState->lcpForm.dataLenOK &&
(lcpState->lcpForm.dataLen !
(ubyte4) (lcpState->lcpForm.length - 4))) {
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP data lengh (%lu) does not match "
"actual packet length (%u)\n",
lcpState->lcpForm.dataLen, lcpState->lcpForm.length);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
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LCPPktsNumIncrement(lcpState->receivedPkts,
LCPPKTTYPETERMINATEACK);
} else if (lcp->code == LCPPKTTYPEECHOREPLY) {
lcpEcho = LCPEchoDiscardFormCreate();
LCPEchoDiscardToForm(pkt->data, pkt->len, lcpEcho);
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Validating LCP Echo-Reply packet.\n");
/* check identifier */
if (lcp->identifier != lcpState->identifierLatest) {
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Echo-Reply identifier (Ox%02X) does not match
"Echo-Request identifier (Ox%02X)\n",
lcp->identifier, lcpState->identifierLatest);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
/* check magic number */
if (lcpState->remoteOptsAckd->magicNumOK) {
/* magic number was negotiated */
if (lcpEcho->magicNumber != lcpState->remoteOptsAckd->magicNum)
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Echo-Reply Magic Number (Ox%081X) does not
"match negotiated\n"
"! magic number (0x%081X)\n",
lcpEcho->magicNumber, lcpState->remoteOptsAckd->magicNum);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
}
} else {
/* magic number not negotiated */
if (lcpEcho->magicNumber != 0) {
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"! LCP Echo-Reply Magic Number (Ox%081X) incorrect.\n"
"! Magic Number was not negotiated; should be 0\n",
lcpEcho->magicNumber);
lcpState->status = FALSE;
return FALSE;
/* check that magic number not same as ours when we implement
options negotiation in model */
/* check data */
if (!DATAEQUAL(lcpEcho->data, lcpEcho->dataLen,
lcpState->userData, StrLen(lcpState->userData))){
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"\nNOTE: Echo-Reply data does not match Echo-Request data.\n"
"t RFC-1548 required that Echo-Reply data match the
"data\n"
"t of the Echo-Request. Althought RFC-1661 no longer
"has this\n"
"t requirement, many devices still support this. This
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"may\n"
"V indicate a problem with the DUT.\n");
}
Free (lcpEcho);
} else {
LCPPktsNumIncrement(lcpState->receivedPkts, lcp->code);
}
lcpState->receivedPktsTotal =
LCPPktsNumCalculateTotal(lcpState->receivedPkts);
if (lcpState->receivedPktsTotal >= lcpState->expectedPktsTotal)
StopHandlers();
}
return lcpState->runDefaultHandlers;
}
LCPTimingStats_t *
LCPTimingStatsCreate()
LCPTimingStats t *s;
s = (LCPTimingStats t *)Malloc(sizeof(LCPTimingStats t));
CLEARDATA(s);
return s;
static boolean
LCPTimingHandler(NetConnt *n, Packet_t *pkt, HandlerPurposet purpose,
ProcessState t *ps, void *context)
LCPFormt *lcp;
byte codeStr[MAXSTRING];
LCPTimingStatst *stats = ((LCPSendAndExpectState_t *)
context)->userData;
lcp = LCPFormCreate(;
LCPPacketToForm(pkt, lcp);
/* Only interested in packets of type lcpType */
if(lcp->code != stats->lcpType){
Free(lcp);
return TRUE;
}
Free(lcp);
/* Don't overflow the array */
if(stats->numSeen >= LCP TIMING MAX CONFIGURE){
Log(LOGMEDIUM, "! Too many %ss have been seen: %lu\n",
LCPCodeToString(stats->lcpType, codeStr),
stats->numSeen);
return TRUE;
}
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/* Store the data */
GetTime(&(stats->times[stats->numSeen]));
stats->numSeen++;
return TRUE;
}
Packet t *
LCPSendEchoAndExpect(NetConn_t *n, LCPFormt *lcp,
LCPSendAndExpectState t *state)
{
LCPEchoDiscardFormt *lcpEcho;
ubyte *optBuf;
ubyte4 optLen;
Packett *pkt;
byte testStr[MAXSTRING];
lcpEcho LCPEchoDiscardFormCreate();
optBuf = (ubyte *)Malloc(sizeof(ubyte)*MAXPACKETLEN);
state->userData = optBuf;
SPrintf(testStr, "ECHO-%d", state->identifierLatest);
FORMDATADEF(lcpEcho, (ubyte *)testStr, StrLen(testStr));
optLen = LCPEchoDiscardBuild(n, lcpEcho, optBuf);
FORMFIELDDEF(lcp, code, lcpTypeEchoRequest);
FORMSETDATA(lcp, optBuf, optLen);
FORMSETFIELD(lcp, identifier, state->identifierLatest);
pkt = LCPSendAndExpect(n, lcp, state);
return pkt;
/* ValidateTimingStats from anvlppp.c */
/* Computes and logs the average, maximum and minimum intervals
between the packet times in "state". */
static boolean
LCPTimingStatsValidate(LCPTimingStatst *state, ubyte4 value)
Time t minTime, maxTime, diffTime, avgTime = {O,0};
real4 min, max, avg, lowBound, highBound;
ubyte4 i;
boolean status;
byte codeStr[MAXSTRING];
/*
Actually, implementations are allowed to double the value up
to the configured value. this routine doesn't check for that.
None that we have tested seem to do that
Log(LOGMEDIUM, "%s Count: %lu\n",
LCPCodeToString(state->lcpType, codeStr), state->numSeen);
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/* Need at least 2 for stats to be meaningful */
if(state->numSeen < 2){
Log(LOGMEDIUM,
"! Not enough packets received to compute average time iterval\n"
"! Received %lu packets, must receive at least %u\n",
state->numSeen, 2);
return FALSE;
}
minTime = maxTime = TimeSubtract(&state->times[0], &state->times[1]);
for(i = 0; i < (state->numSeen - 1); i++){
diffTime = TimeSubtract(&state->times[i], &state->times[i+1]);
minTime = MIN TIME(&minTime, &diffTime);
maxTime = MAX TIME(&maxTime, &diffTime);
TimeAddDelta(&avgTime, &diffTime);
I
avgTime.usec += 1000000 * (avgTime.sec%(state->numSeen - 1));
avgTime.sec -= avgTime.sec%(state->numSeen - 1);
/* now we can get a real avg */
avgTime.sec = avgTime.sec / (state->numSeen - 1);
avgTime.usec = avgTime.usec / (state->numSeen - 1);
min = (real4)minTime.sec + (real4)minTime.usec/(real4)1000000.0;
max = (real4)maxTime.sec + (real4)maxTime.usec/(real4)1000000.0;
avg = (real4)avgTime.sec + (real4)avgTime.usec/(real4)1000000.0;
Log(LOGMEDIUM,
"%s stats:\n"
" Min time between: %.3f secs\n"
" Max time between: %.3f secs\n"
" Avg time between: %.3f secs\n",
LCPCodeToString(state->lcpType, codeStr),
min, max, avg);
/* 10% margin of error
lowBound = value * (real4).9;
highBound = value * (real4)1.1;
status = (((min > lowBound) && (min < highBound)) &&
((max > lowBound) && (max < highBound)) &&
((avg > lowBound) && (avg < highBound)));
if(!status){
Log(LOGMEDIUM,
"! Timings varied more than 10%% from value of %lu seconds\n",
value);
}
return status;
/* these functions will cause the open, close, up, down events
in the DUT */
boolean
DUTEventLCPOpen(ANVLConfigt *config)
{
/* right now, assume implicit opens for tests *
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/* Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM,
"Issuing LCP Open event to DUT.\n");
return TRUE;
}
boolean
DUTEventLCPClose(ANVLConfig-t *config)
{
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "Issuing LCP Close event to DUT.\n");
DUTLCPClose(config);
return TRUE;
}
boolean
DUTEventLCPUp(ANVLConfig-t *config)
{
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "Issuing LCP Up event to DUT.\n");
DUTConnectInterfaces(config);
return TRUE;
}
boolean
DUTEventLCPDown(ANVLConfigt *config)
Log(THREADGENERAL, LOGMEDIUM, "Issuing LCP Down event to DUT.\n");
DUTDisconnectInterfaces(config);
return TRUE;
}
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Appendix E PPP Model Tests
E.1 Tests Generated with Quick Cover (No Code)
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
11.1",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n", P
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n", )
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* Ack Sent 8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCR1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.2",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",I
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Revd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"11.3",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
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"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 TO1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.4",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A \n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCA */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.5",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A \n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.6",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",)
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",)
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
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while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"11.7",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A \n", )
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.8",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",I
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 *1
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.9",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
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while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* InitialO Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting-1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 *1
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.10",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",)
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* InitialO Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.11",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",9
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent 6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
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/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 TO1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.12",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n", )
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n", )
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.13",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",9
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.14",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
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/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 Close */
/* Closing_4 TO1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
}
END_TEST;
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E.2 Tests Generated with N-Switch Cover, N=O
(No Code)
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.1,
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 *1
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.2",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
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ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
11.311
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.4",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"11.51"
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
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TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.6"
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A \n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting)1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"11.7",)
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting)1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
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/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 *1
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.8",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n" 1
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* InitialO Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 TO1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1. 9",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCR1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
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TESTNUM
11.10",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n", I
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCA */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.11",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n", )
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n", )
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* InitialO Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 TO1 */
/* ReqnSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.12",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",)
TESTMETHOD
"N/A \n",
TEST_FLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 *1
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
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/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Close */
/* Closing_4 RTR */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
}
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.13",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n", I
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
11.14",
TEST-DESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TEST-REFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A \n",)
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE)
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped-3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCR1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.15",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",9
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
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while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 *1
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 Close */
/* Closing_4 RCA */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.16",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n", )
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n", )
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* AckRcvd_7 Close */
/* Closing_4 TO1 */
/* Closing_4 Down */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RTA */
/* ReqSent_6 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 TO1 */
/* AckSent_8 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RCR1 */
/* AckSent_8 RTA */
/* AckSent_8 RCA */
/* Opened_9 RTR */
/* Stopping_5 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 *
/* Exit */
ENDTEST;
BEGINTEST(
TESTNUM
"1.17",
TESTDESCRIPTION
"N/A\n",
TESTREFERENCE
"N/A\n",
TESTMETHOD
"N/A\n",
TESTFLAGS
TFUNSPEC
while(TRUE) {
/* PPP (Call) */
/* Entry */
/* Initial_0 Open */
/* Starting_1 Up */
/* ReqSent_6 RCA */
/* Ack_Rcvd_7 RCR1 */
/* Opened_9 RCA */
/* ReqSent_6 RTR */
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/* ReqSent_6 TO1 */
/* ReqSent_6 TOO */
/* Stopped_3 RTA */
/* Stopped_3 RCA */
/* Stopped_3 RTR */
/* Stopped_3 Down */
/* Starting_1 */
/* Exit */
I
ENDTEST;
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